


CHARACTER, RELATIONSHIPS, SKILLS DIAGRAM 

THREE KEY ATTRIBUTES FOR SERVANT LEADERS 

Servant leaders need to develop three attributes to lead with integrity, grow their 

influence, and increase their impact: Character, Relationships, and Skills. All three 

are essential to being an effective and impactful leader. Character calls us up. 

Relationships keep us from falling. Skills drive impactful results. 

Think about which attribute is your strongest attribute today. Put a star by it. 

How about the one that needs the most growth and attention right now? 

Put a triangle, a delta sign, by that one. 

* strongest attribute D area for growth

What feedback or evidence do you have to support your selections? 









SERVANT LEADER AMPLIFICATION DIAGRAM 

YOUR NEW REALITY 

There is one myth that resonated with you more than the others. One that stuck 

out as a particularly challenging one for you to embrace. For that myth, write the 

Misguided Servant behavior on the left blank under the curve, and the Bad Boss 

on the right. Then, write the Servant Leader behavior on top. 

HIGH 

Your Integrity. 
Your Influence. 
Your Impact. 

LOW 

HIGH 

Leading 
In The 

Tension 

LOW 

How did writing the Servant Leader behavior on top feel? 

What would leading in this new way look like for you? 

What might be possible if you embrace the tension of this new reality? 

What is your next step to move where you are on this curve? 



GOAL TEMPLATE 

SMALL, SMART STEPS TO SERVE WELL 

Each action, no matter how small, toward your identity and goals reinforces who 

you are and contributes to your growth. These small steps are what produce the 

skills to deliver results that create momentum and grow your confidence. 

The criteria for SMART goals are: 

➔ Specific

➔ Measurable

➔ Actionable

➔ Realistic

➔ Time-Bound

Thinking about the book, and the steps you've taken so far, write ONE (no more 

than 3) goal(s) that will help you the most right now with growth. 

What is your SMART goal? Need help? Review the Replace the Myths chart. 

Additional resources 

At Leadwell, we want to support you on each step of your journey with as many 

resources as you need to succeed! That is why we created additional resources, 

like this one. 

We didn't stop there! We created an entire video coaching course and guided 

workbook as a companion to Redefine Your Servant Leadership. Check the 

website, or email hello@leadwell.com to ask how to receive access. 

If you'd prefer a more personalized coaching experience or are looking to find a 

Coach to fill the spot on your Personal Leadership Team - we can help. 

Connect with a Coach now at: 
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